Evaluation of Take-Home Exposure and Risk Associated with the Handling of Clothing Contaminated with Chrysotile Asbestos
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The potential for para-occupational (or take-home) exposures from contaminated clothing has been recognized for the past 60 years. To better characterize the take-home asbestos exposure pathway, a study was performed to measure the relationship between airborne chrysotile concentrations in the workplace, the contamination of work clothing, and take-home exposures and risks. The study included air sampling during two activities: (1) contamination of work clothing by airborne chrysotile (i.e., loading the clothing), and (2) handling and shaking out of the clothes. The clothes were contaminated at three different target airborne chrysotile concentrations (0–0.1 fibers per cubic centimeter [f/cc], 1–2 f/cc, and 2–4 f/cc; two events each for 31–43 minutes; six events total). Arithmetic mean concentrations for the three target loading levels were 0.01 f/cc, 1.65 f/cc, and 2.84 f/cc (National Institute of Occupational Health and Safety [NIOSH] 7402). Following the loading events, six matched 30-minute clothes-handling and shake-out events were conducted, each including 15 minutes of active handling (15-minute means; 0.014–0.097 f/cc) and 15 additional minutes of no handling (30-minute means; 0.006–0.063 f/cc). Percentages of personal clothes-handling TWAs relative to clothes-loading TWAs were calculated for event pairs to characterize exposure potential during daily versus weekly clothes-handling activity. Airborne concentrations for the clothes handler were 0.2–1.4% (eight-hour TWA or daily ratio) and 0.03–0.27% (40-hour TWA or weekly ratio) of loading TWAs. Cumulative chrysotile doses for clothes handling at airborne concentrations tested were estimated to be consistent with lifetime cumulative chrysotile doses associated with ambient air exposure (range for take-home or ambient doses: 0.00044–0.105 f/cc/year).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Asbestos has had many industrial uses over the past century because of its physical properties, including heat resistance, strength, and flexibility.(1) During that same time period, asbestos has been a prominent inhalation hazard in many occupational environments.(2) As a result, many studies have been undertaken to measure airborne asbestos concentrations associated with the manufacture and use of asbestos-containing products in hundreds of workplace settings.(3–10) In addition to concerns about the workplace, exposure to asbestos has been reported for individuals living in the residences of workers who returned home wearing contaminated clothing. Concerns for this household population have included the potential for bystander exposures due to the presence of contaminated
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clothing in the residence, as well as the exposure potential associated with the active handling of contaminated clothing prior to laundering. The exposure of household contacts has often been called “secondary,” “para-occupational,” “domestic,” or “take-home” exposure.\(^{11,12}\) Previously published studies on asbestos and take-home exposures have primarily explored the association between disease incidence and reports that asbestos was likely brought home on clothing. However, these studies have shed little light on some of the potentially important determinants of take-home exposures, including the magnitude of airborne exposure associated with handling and laundering activities of clothes contaminated in the workplace. Similarly, the nonoccupational risk associated with household exposure potential in specific scenarios has not been quantitatively characterized.

1.1. Background

There are six asbestos mineral fiber types currently recognized by the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in its regulatory exposure standards.\(^{13}\) Of these six mineral types, chrysotile is in the serpentine mineral class, whereas amosite, crocidolite, tremolite, actinolite, and anthophyllite are in the amphibole mineral class.\(^{14}\) These two classes of minerals differ significantly in terms of their physical properties and chemical composition, which, in turn, greatly impacts the biological characteristics of the mineral fibers. Chrysotile is a hydrated magnesium silicate that forms curly and pliable fibers, whereas amphiboles, such as crocidolite and amosite, contain iron and form inflexible rod-like fibers.\(^{15,16}\) Over the past several decades, evidence has accumulated in the published literature indicating that there are significant differences in cancer potency according to asbestos mineral fiber type, with chrysotile being the least potent of the common industrial mineral types for both lung cancer and mesothelioma induction, and crocidolite being the most potent of the fiber types used commercially.\(^{17-23}\) Despite these reported differences, the OSHA permissible exposure limits (PELS) for asbestos are the same for all mineral types. The PELs for asbestos are 0.1 fibers per cubic centimeter (f/cc) as an eight-hour time-weighted average (TWA) and 1.0 f/cc as a 30-minute excursion limit for fibers that meet the dimension criteria of \(>5\,\mu m\) in length and \(>0.25\,\mu m\) in width, with an aspect ratio of 3:1 or greater. These dimensions are important, because studies have shown that the asbestos fiber disease potency for both lung cancer and mesothelioma differ substantially according to fiber length and width characteristics, with longer and thinner fibers being more potent for disease.\(^{20,24-26}\)

In the context of asbestos-contaminated clothing-handling activities, it is important to properly identify the airborne fiber types because both clothing and asbestos fibers could be present in the air after shaking out contaminated clothing. Up until the 1960s, the specific measurement of airborne asbestos fiber concentrations proved difficult due to method limitations. The midget impinger was among the most common sampling methods for asbestos at that time and was most suitable for counting particles and reporting concentrations in million particles per cubic foot rather than by fibers per cubic centimeter. In addition, often the impinger collection method could only be used to sample for short periods of time rather than the total work shift, and it appeared to have a less effective collection efficiency for fibers compared to dusts.\(^{27,28}\) Other historic sampling methods for asbestos reported the results in mass of asbestos per volume of air rather than fibers per volume.\(^{29}\) In 1969, the U.S. Bureau of Occupational Health first published a method describing the use of a new filter counting method for industrial dusts and fibers that allowed for the characterization of the sizes of the individual airborne fibers collected.\(^{30}\)

In 1971, OSHA specified the use of this type of filter membrane sampling method with phase contrast illumination for counting fibers and estimating fiber exposure.\(^{31}\) The current U.S. National Institute of Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH) Analytical Method 7400 describes essentially the same phase contrast microscopy (PCM) sampling and analytical method and provides the PCM fiber dimension counting criteria (fibers \(>5\,\mu m\) in length, and \(>0.25\,\mu m\) in width, with an aspect ratio of 3:1 or greater). Although commonly used today and available at a low cost, the PCM method still does not distinguish asbestos fibers from other fibers of similar dimension; that is, all fibers meeting the counting criteria must be included in the analytical report, whether asbestos or not. In order for asbestos-specific airborne concentrations to be evaluated, a more expensive analytical method such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) must be used. Analysis by TEM using NIOSH Analytical Method 7402 can provide the specific concentration for the airborne asbestos fibers on a sample that meet the fiber dimension criteria for the PCM analytical method. The NIOSH 7402 TEM method
also reports airborne asbestos concentrations in PCM equivalents, or “PCME.” To calculate PCME under NIOSH 7402, the measured asbestos to nonasbestos fiber ratio is calculated using the TEM results. This ratio is then multiplied by the PCM concentration measured using the NIOSH 7400 method to obtain a PCME concentration. In other words, the PCME method combines two approaches by using both the PCM fiber concentration and the TEM asbestos to nonasbestos fiber ratio.

This combined method can be more reliable for establishing fiber concentrations than TEM alone because a much larger portion of the sample filter is analyzed using PCM. However, the PCME calculation rules call for the use of a zero value whenever no asbestos fibers are detected by TEM (regardless of the number of fibers detected using PCM). This approach could lead to an underestimate of exposure potential, particularly when large numbers of non-detectable samples are found in a data set. Therefore, in addition to the PCM and PCME results as specified under NIOSH 7400 and 7402, TEM can be used to directly measure airborne asbestos fiber concentrations (in addition to just calculating the ratio of asbestos to nonasbestos fibers) for the fiber dimensions of interest under PCM. This “TEM” approach measures airborne asbestos concentrations from a different (although smaller) portion of the sample filter and results in an asbestos concentration independent from the PCM method. For these reasons, all three of these counting methods (PCM, TEM, and PCME) can be helpful for fully characterizing airborne concentrations of asbestos, particularly when a data set contains large numbers of nondetects.

1.2. Studies of Asbestos and Take-Home Exposure

In the early 1960s, both Wagner and Newhouse published reports of mesothelioma cases for which the only exposure to asbestos was believed to result from nonoccupational sources. Nearly a decade later, one of the first attempts to formally evaluate the disease potential of such nonoccupationally exposed individuals was conducted by researchers at the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine in New York. These studies evaluated household members of workers who were occupationally exposed to amosite asbestos. The authors found four instances of pleural mesothelioma among 2,218 nonoccupationally exposed household individuals. They also reported that the prevalence of pleural abnormalities in the nonoccupational population was correlated with the relative duration of amosite exposure, as well as time since initial exposure. Since the Mt. Sinai studies, a number of additional researchers have examined disease risk in household contacts who laundered the clothing of individuals who were occupationally exposed to asbestos.

In a meta-analysis of published epidemiological studies on the risk of pleural mesothelioma in household contacts of workers who were occupationally exposed to asbestos, Bourdes et al. reported a statistically significant increased relative risk of 8.1 (95% CI: 5.3, 12) for pleural mesothelioma compared to controls who did not have household asbestos exposure potential. The exposures of the workers in the studies evaluated were mainly to friable asbestos and occurred primarily before 1975. In addition, according to the study authors, all but one of the household studies evaluated “were conducted in areas [with] either predominant or concomitant amphibole exposure.” In 2013, another meta-analysis of take-home asbestos exposure studies reported a summary relative risk estimate for mesothelioma of 5.02 (95% CI: 2.48, 10.13). Similarly, these authors indicated that this risk estimate was associated with “workers involved in occupations with a traditionally high risk of disease from exposure to asbestos (i.e., asbestos product manufacturing workers, insulators, shipyard workers, and asbestos miners).” In addition, the authors stated that “when reported, the workers via whom the individuals were domestically exposed were nearly always exposed to amphiboles.”

In the mid 1990s, the NIOSH completed a comprehensive review and report to the U.S. Congress on the potential for and prevalence of contamination of workers’ homes as a result of the workers’ occupational contact and transport of specific substances, including asbestos, into the home. In its report, NIOSH cited indirect evidence of asbestos exposure to household members, including questionnaire responses, evidence from medical evaluations, and potential sources of asbestos in the home environment (i.e., accounting for products and building materials in the home that could contain asbestos). The NIOSH report also addressed health effect studies of individuals who had been identified as having potential household asbestos exposures, noting that six of seven case-control studies reported cases of mesothelioma among household contacts of asbestos workers. NIOSH did not attempt to look at differences in the prevalence of mesothelioma by asbestos
fiber type used in the occupational settings, other than noting that Gibbs et al. found "various forms of asbestos fibers in [the lungs of family members] reflecting the types of asbestos to which the working family member was exposed."(55,56, p. 11) In addition, NIOSH did not report any air measurements associated with asbestos concentrations in homes or with activities that could generate airborne asbestos in the home.

More recently, Donovan et al. performed an extensive review of the published literature on take-home exposure potential for asbestos.(12) The authors reported on the occurrence of disease among household members, and also grouped their findings by industry. They noted that "over 70% of the household cases were associated with workers classified as miners, manufacturers of asbestos or asbestos-containing products (typically involving raw asbestos), shipyard workers, or insulators."(12, p. 725) They stated that many of the industries associated with disease occurrence were known to use amphibole asbestos, although the individual fiber type associated with specific cases of disease was often not reported, or was reported as mixed fibers. Because of the presence of mixed asbestos fibers for many of these studies, it was not possible to discern from these results alone whether take-home risk has been more heavily associated with a certain type of fiber (i.e., amphibole fibers vs. chrysotile fibers).

1.3. Fiber Concentrations Associated with Asbestos-Contaminated Clothing

Three studies from the 1970s and 1980s reported measured airborne fiber concentrations associated with the presence or handling of asbestos-contaminated clothing.(57-59) Two of these studies reported sampling results using the PCM analytical method,(57,59,60) while the third study reported sampling results in mass of asbestos per volume of air.(58) Because of the sampling and analytical methods used, the results from all three of these studies are difficult to interpret. The PCM method used in the first two studies did not distinguish asbestos fibers from other fibers of similar dimension collected during sampling. In such studies, clothing fibers could have affected the air measurements. The results of the third study (in mass per volume of air) are not easily compared to the regulatory asbestos exposure standards, which use the dose-metric of f/cc in air.

More recent studies have also measured airborne asbestos concentrations associated with handling lightly contaminated clothing, all of which were evaluated during various automotive repair tasks.(61-64) For most of these studies, the reported airborne measurements of asbestos were very low or not detectable (ND) by TEM or PCME. The relatively low concentrations reported in these studies translated to even lower or ND exposures from handling work clothes worn during the various activities.(61-64) Although these studies are insightful for the individual products and scenarios evaluated, they do not specifically address the proportional relationship between workplace concentrations and the corresponding potential household concentrations from handling work clothing.

1.4. Purpose of This Study

Since there have been virtually no quantitative data presented in the literature to characterize the take-home risk for asbestos, it was determined that actual field data were needed to understand the plausible exposure potential associated with specific take-home scenarios, particularly in light of the epidemiological studies that show a potential for increased disease incidence in household members. It was also recognized that it would be beneficial to evaluate exposures and associated risks for individual fiber types in light of the reported fiber potency differences between chrysotile, amosite, and crocidolite. In this initial study, the focus was therefore on take-home exposure potential to chrysotile, as this fiber type was used to make many common commercial products such as brakes, gaskets, packing, roofing materials, and floor tiles.(65,66) Further, chrysotile use continued in the making of these types of encapsulated products into the 1980s, after the commercial use of amphibole asbestos declined.(67) Most of the epidemiological studies evaluating take-home risks, however, examined take-home disease incidence associated with industrial amphibole or mixed fiber use in the 1930s to 1960s.(12) These epidemiology studies are likely not relevant for characterizing the risks of take-home exposure to products that contained exclusively or predominantly chrysotile.

The purpose of this study, then, was to quantitatively characterize the relationship between different workplace airborne chrysotile concentrations and the corresponding concentrations associated with handling and shake out of chrysotile-contaminated work clothing prior to laundering. The study also
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quantitatively evaluated bystander airborne concentrations for clothes handling and the risk potential associated with cumulative exposures to these same activities. By quantifying the relationship between workplace and take-home exposures at different workplace airborne concentrations and clothing contamination levels, it was anticipated that these data would allow for the improved characterization of chrysotile asbestos take-home risk potential in scenarios well beyond what has been described in the currently available published literature.

2. METHODS

2.1. Study Preparation and Setting

Prior to performing the study, a medical institutional review board (IRB) reviewed and approved the study design (Copernicus Group, Study ID #CR11-11–208; Durham, NC, USA). The study was conducted in a sealed chamber constructed of painted plywood panels with a concrete floor that measured approximately 16 ft long × 16 ft wide × 8 ft high. The approximate air volume of the chamber when empty was 1,950 ft³ (RJ Lee Group; Monroeville, PA, USA). An air filtration device (AFD) equipped with high-efficiency particulate air filters provided negative pressure in the chamber throughout the study to prevent the release of asbestos-contaminated air through chamber openings and to remove asbestos from the air within the chamber prior to exhausting to the outdoors. The AFD had two settings; it was operated on the low setting at a rate of 400–600 cubic feet per minute, or 13–19 air changes per hour (ACH), during the study events, and on the high setting at a rate of 24 ACH between study events. Thus, the high setting was used to remove asbestos from the chamber air more quickly at the conclusion of each study event prior to properly protected personnel entering the chamber. Ambient outdoor temperatures during the study ranged from 18.7 °C to 26.9 °C during the four days of testing, whereas temperatures within the study chamber ranged from 19.2 °C to 26.2 °C during testing. Humidity levels outside the chamber ranged from 39.3% to 82.3%, whereas levels inside the study chamber measured 47.5–72.4%. Grade 7T chrysotile asbestos was selected for use in this study. Grade 7 chrysotile was commonly used in many historical chrysotile-containing products, including floor tiles, roofing felts, coatings and components, and others.

2.2. Loading Events (Simulated Workplace Environment)

Three different airborne concentration ranges were used during a total of six loading events, with the goal of generating concentrations that were broadly classified at the target loading levels of low (0–0.1 f/cc), medium (1–2 f/cc), and high (2–4 f/cc). The purpose of the loading events was to establish three target airborne concentration levels that could be considered representative of a variety of workplaces in which chrysotile asbestos was present during worker activities. The measurements collected for each of the six loading events were intended for direct comparison between the estimated loading (simulated workplace) concentrations and the corresponding airborne concentrations measured during the handling of clothes that were contaminated with chrysotile (simulated home environment). Two clothes-loading events involving different sets of clothes were conducted at each target concentration; each event lasted 31–43 minutes. For each clothes-loading event in the chamber, six dressed mannequins were placed in a circular pattern at a distance of 6 ft from a dust generator placed at the center of the chamber. Prior to each loading event, the mannequins were dressed with new, unwashed clothing. Additional information regarding the design of the loading events and the dust generation system, as well as the safety and decontamination procedures employed during the study, can be found in the Supporting Information and Fig. S1.

No study participants entered the chamber during the active clothes-loading events. Area air samples were collected throughout the chamber during each loading event, and the sampling locations remained consistent for all loading events. Simulated personal breathing zone samples were collected on the right and left lapels of each mannequin, and additional area samples were collected in the center of the room, in between the mannequins, and in the corners of the room. Area samples were collected at breathing zone height of approximately 5 ft. At the end of the loading events, to minimize disturbance of the loaded clothing prior to the clothes-handling events, one set of clothing at each loading level (low, medium, and high) was left on the mannequins and not disturbed until the clothes-handling event that immediately followed. The clothing from the remaining three loading events was carefully removed from the mannequins and placed in separate nonconductive storage boxes. The storage boxes
were sealed and saved for use during subsequent clothes-handling events.

2.3. Clothes-Handling and Shake-Out Events (Simulated Home Environment)

A total of six 30-minute clothes-handling and shake-out events were performed during the study. The clothing that was contaminated during each loading event was matched to a separate, subsequent clothes-handling and shake-out event so that the data for each of the six loading and shake-out event pairs could be quantitatively analyzed. As a result, the clothing from six mannequins (or six days' worth of work clothing) was shaken out during each clothes-handling event. Two handling/shake-out events were completed using the clothing from each of the three target loading levels (low, medium, and high), totaling six comparable data sets.

Each shake-out event consisted of 15 minutes of active clothes handling, followed by an additional 15 minutes of no activity, for a total of 30 minutes per event. A 15-minute active shake-out period was selected because the authors concluded that this time duration represented an upper bound of the total amount of time that a household member might handle and shake out contaminated clothing prior to laundering, particularly after collecting contaminated clothing from each day over the course of a work week. The additional 15-minute period of no activity was included to help characterize exposure potential when a household member remained in the laundry room or area for some period of time following the handling and shake out of contaminated clothing, such as to fold clean clothes, iron clothing, etc. This consideration of the airborne concentration in the chamber during the second 15 minutes in addition to the first active 15-minute period also helps to provide an upper bound of exposure potential for individuals living in small residences or working in small laundry rooms where individuals might regularly have continued to work on other activities in the same area after shaking out clothing.

A total of six personal airborne fiber samples were collected on the clothes handler during each shake-out event. One set of right and left lapel personal samples was collected for the first 15-minute period, and another set of right and left lapel samples was collected during the second 15-minute period; a third set was collected over the full 30-minute event. Four area samples intended to reflect the exposure of bystanders were also collected for the duration of each 30-minute handling and shake-out event. Bystander distances ranged from approximately 6–12 ft from the handling activities. A diagram depicting the locations of the simulated bystander locations in relation to the clothes handler has been provided in Fig. 1.

During the first 15 minutes (active clothes handling and shaking out of clothes), the clothes handler either removed the clothing from the mannequins or a nonconductive storage box (depending upon event sequence) and placed the clothing in a pile representing a laundry pile or basket. To simulate common types of clothes-handling activities prior to laundering, each individual article of clothing was picked up and shaken to dislodge visible dust or manipulated by brushing, turning inside out, and/or carrying clothing across the study chamber. During the second 15-minute period, study participants remained in the chamber but were not in physical contact with the clothing.

2.4. Sampling and Analytical Methods

All air samples were collected in accordance with NIOSH sampling method criteria and analyzed by PCM (NIOSH 7400) and TEM (NIOSH 7402). Samples were collected using either personal high-volume or stationary high-volume sampling pumps (Dawson/Emerson/SKC, Inc., PA, USA). The sampling pumps, along with the assembled sampling trains, were calibrated with a frictionless piston primary flow meter before and after each sample was collected (BIOS DryCal DC Lite/Defender; Prairieville, LA, USA). Area air samples during loading events were collected with high-volume sampling pumps at a rate of 5.5 liters per minute (L/min)–10 L/min. Air samples on the lapels of the mannequins during loading events, on study participants during shake-out events, and on study participants working outside the chamber were collected at airflow rates ranging from 1 L/min to 2 L/min. Samples of ambient air outside the study chamber and outdoors at the AFD exhaust were collected at airflow rates ranging from 7 L/min to 10 L/min throughout each day of the study. At least two field blanks were collected during each loading and clothes-handling event. Samples of the bulk 7T chrysotile were also analyzed to determine specific fiber characteristics. All samples were analyzed by the RJ Lee Group in Monroeville, PA, which has been accredited by the
American Industrial Hygiene Association Laboratory Accreditation Program (AIHA-LAP, #100364).

Analytical sensitivity limits for the TEM samples (NIOSH 7402) were estimated based on the assumption that 0.5 fibers could be counted within 40 microscopic fields. For the PCM (NIOSH 7400) analytical method, the limits of detection (LODs) were calculated using a fiber density of 5.5 fibers per 100 fields analyzed. PCME concentrations were calculated by multiplying the ratio of asbestos fibers to nonasbestos fibers as measured by TEM by the corresponding measured PCM concentration for each sample.

2.5. Data and Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were performed on the PCM, TEM, and calculated PCME concentrations of total airborne fibers and airborne chrysotile collected during both the loading and clothes-handling events. As discussed earlier, all three of these concentration metrics were used in order to fully characterize the results, since each sampling method has advantages and disadvantages. Arithmetic means and standard deviations (SD) were calculated for each event by measurement type (PCM, TEM, and PCME), along with standard error of the mean (SE) for comparison purposes. When sample results were reported as below the LOD or sensitivity limit as defined by the NIOSH 7400 (PCM) and 7402 (TEM) methods, a value of one-half of the LOD or sensitivity limit was used in PCM and TEM calculations so as not to underestimate fiber concentrations, although it should be noted that a value of zero for nondetects has also previously been used for the purposes of calculating airborne asbestos concentrations. In calculating PCME, for the samples in which the TEM concentration was below the sensitivity limit, the asbestos fiber to nonasbestos fiber ratio was reported to be zero. For those samples, the corresponding PCME concentration was therefore also calculated as zero. If the PCM concentration was below the LOD for a sample but a TEM concentration and fiber ratio were reported, a PCME concentration was calculated using a value of one-half of the PCM LOD.

So as not to bias or underestimate the average fiber concentrations to be reported, particularly for events with a number of ND sample results and corresponding PCME concentrations of zero, the airborne fiber concentrations obtained using the TEM method were the primary concentration results used in the analysis. These results represent the measured airborne chrysotile fiber concentrations meeting the PCM dimension criteria (≥5 μm in length, ≥0.25 μm in width, aspect ratio of 3:1 or greater), and for which a sensitivity limit could also be calculated. However, the concentrations by all three methods (PCM, TEM,
and PCME) are presented for comparison because of the differences between each method. The combined results of these three methods can be helpful to fully characterize the data, and also to help understand the differences between each of the methods. For this study, of particular interest was the relative proportion of airborne clothing fibers compared with airborne asbestos fibers during clothes-handling activities. Pair-wise comparisons were evaluated between PCM and TEM values for each loading event using PROUCL 4.0, a statistical program developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). On the basis of the data distributions for the loading events, a nonparametric means comparison test (the Gehan method) was used to evaluate statistical differences between the PCM and TEM data for the loading events. This method is useful for censored data sets with multiple reporting limits and data sets without a clear fit to a particular distribution curve (i.e., normal or lognormal).\(^{(70,71)}\)

2.6. Evaluation of Lifetime Cumulative Doses and Health Risks

There are several published approaches for evaluating the nonoccupational risks of disease associated with asbestos exposures, including the U.S. EPA model and associated framework, the Hodgson and Darnton model, and the Berman and Crump model.\(^{(19,20,25,26,72,73)}\) Although these models apply different methods to estimate cancer risk, all rely upon historical epidemiologic literature of primarily heavily exposed asbestos cohorts, which can lead to inherent challenges and uncertainties when attempting to extrapolate and estimate lower dose cancer risks. Although it is well accepted today that amphiboles are more potent than chrysotile in causing mesothelioma and lung cancer and that long fibers (e.g., >20–40 \(\mu m\) in length) are more hazardous than short asbestos fibers (e.g., <10 \(\mu m\) in length), the U.S. EPA asbestos risk model utilizes a linear dose-response model that does not discriminate between fiber type or dimensions. The lung cancer and mesothelioma potency factors derived in historical risk assessments were based on cohorts exposed to high cumulative doses (approximately 50–1,000 \(f/cc\) year) of mixed fibers.\(^{(72,74)}\) It has been shown that the U.S. EPA regulatory model can overpredict the theoretical risks of mesothelioma among certain chrysotile cohorts.\(^{(53,75,76)}\) More recently developed asbestos risk models such as Berman and Crump take into account factors such as fiber type and fiber size. Although this model has been shown to better predict and estimate risks than the U.S. EPA model, fiber dimension analysis beyond what is represented by PCME is necessary for the application of this model and therefore precluded its use in this study.\(^{(76)}\) As a result of the lack of consensus between regulatory approaches and the current scientific literature regarding the estimation of cancer risk for exposures measured using PCME data, nonoccupational risks for this study were evaluated using a cumulative lifetime dose metric, which allowed for a direct comparison of the results to the available epidemiological literature. Estimated cumulative chrysotile doses for clothes handling were calculated and compared with the estimated cumulative lifetime doses associated with exposure to background levels of chrysotile in ambient air for reference. These doses were then also evaluated against relevant epidemiological literature on the risk of asbestos-related disease at similar doses of asbestos.

For the purposes of the example dose calculations, an exposure duration (ED) of 25 years for a commercial/industrial worker was assumed based on the U.S. EPA's upper-bound estimate of the time a person spends working for a single employer.\(^{(77)}\) No published data on laundry exposure factors were identified, and so the exposure frequency for clothes-handling activities was estimated to be once per week, for example, 52 days per year. This assumption was also consistent with the events conducted in our study, since each clothes handler shook out and handled six sets of work clothing per event (approximately one week's worth of work clothing). For the clothes handler, an exposure time (ET) of 0.5 hours per day was assumed in order to take into account the potential for 15 minutes of active clothes handling and shake-out time for one week's worth of clothing plus an additional 15 minutes spent in the same area where the clothes handling occurred.

A range of outdoor ambient asbestos concentrations of approximately 0.00003–0.002 \(f/cc\) has been reported for various geographical areas in the United States.\(^{(59,78–82)}\) Although these values are reported using TEM analysis and are specific to asbestos, not all of the studies were specific to chrysotile and therefore are not directly comparable to the chrysotile dose estimates calculated in this study. For chrysotile specifically, the average ambient outdoor air concentration of chrysotile has been recently reported by U.S. EPA to be 0.00005 \(f/cc\) in a small-town
3. RESULTS

A total of 12 air-monitoring events were conducted (six loading events and six shake-out events) over a five-day period. Sampling conducted to monitor personnel safety during the study showed that airborne fiber concentrations outside the chamber during all study events were ND by PCME. All clearance samples taken inside the chamber prior to the handling and shakeout events were also ND by PCME.

3.1. Airborne Fiber Concentrations During the Simulated Occupational Exposure Scenarios (Loading Events)

Analysis of the fiber concentrations collected from different locations within the study chamber during the loading events (on mannequin lapels, in the chamber center, between mannequins, and in the chamber corners) indicated that the concentrations in the chamber were relatively uniform (see Supporting Information and Fig. S2 for additional information). Therefore, the arithmetic mean of all the samples collected in the chamber was used to characterize the airborne concentration for each loading event (Fig. 2). Fig. S3 depicts the distributions of PCM and TEM fiber concentrations (5th, 25th, median, arithmetic mean, 75th, and 95th percentiles) measured for each of the loading events. Table S1 indicates the number of samples, number of detects, sample duration, arithmetic mean, and SD for each loading event by PCM, TEM, and PCME. The number of air samples per loading event ranged from 20 to 34 in order to obtain a robust characterization of the air in the test chamber.

3.1.1. TEM Airborne Fiber Concentrations During Loading

The average TEM concentrations for each loading event (Low #1, Low #2, Medium #1, Medium #2, High #1, and High #2) ranged between 0.01 f/cc and 3.30 f/cc of air. Arithmetic mean TEM concentrations for events Low #1 and #2 were 0.01 f/cc; for events Medium #1 and #2 were 0.88 f/cc and 2.42 f/cc; and for events High #1 and #2 were 2.38 f/cc and 3.30 f/cc. Events Low #1 and Low #2 had a sample detection frequency of 42% and 33%, respectively, by TEM. The mean TEM sensitivity limits (LODs) for loading events Low #1 and Low #2 were 0.006 f/cc and 0.009 f/cc.

3.1.2. PCM Airborne Fiber Concentrations During Loading

The arithmetic mean PCM airborne concentrations for the six loading events ranged from 0.02 f/cc to 3.59 f/cc. Arithmetic mean PCM concentrations for events Low #1 and #2 were 0.02 f/cc; for events Medium #1 and #2 were 1.44 f/cc and 3.17 f/cc; and for events High #1 and #2 were 2.74 f/cc and 3.59 f/cc. Results indicated that the mean PCM airborne concentrations were statistically significantly higher than the mean TEM airborne concentrations for loading events Medium #1, High #1, and High #2 (Gehan test, p < 0.05; Fig. 2). Loading events Low #1 and Low #2 both had a low sample detection frequency (21% and 6%, respectively, for PCM). The mean PCM LODs for loading events Low #1 and Low #2 were 0.037 f/cc and 0.047 f/cc, respectively.

3.2. Airborne Fiber Concentrations During the Simulated Take-Home Exposure Scenarios (Clothes Handling and Shakeout Shake-Out Events)

The clothes-handling data were analyzed in two ways: first, the personal breathing zone fiber concentrations for the clothes handlers during the active 15-minute shake-out period were compared to the subsequent 15 minute period of no activity (Figs. 3A and B). Second, the personal breathing zone fiber concentrations for the clothes handler during the full 30-minute shake-out sampling period (15 minutes of clothes handling and shake out plus 15 minutes of inactivity) were compared to the 30-minute area (bystander) samples that were collected 6–12 ft away from the clothes handler (Figs. 4A and B). For the
15-minute samples, Table SII shows the sample number (n = 2 per event); the number of detected samples; average PCM, TEM, and PCME concentrations for each event; and SDs.

For all clothes handling and shake-out events except Medium #2, data were available for the 15-minute period of active clothes handling and shake out, as well as a second 15-minute period of no activity for comparison. For the Medium #2 shakeout event, air concentration data were only collected for the full 30-minute sampling period. For the 30-minute samples, Table SIII shows the sample number (n = 2 to 4 per event); number of detected samples; average PCM, TEM, and PCME 30-minute concentrations for each event; and SDs.

3.2.1. TEM Airborne Fiber Concentrations During Clothes Handling and Shake Out

The arithmetic mean TEM concentrations during the 15-minute active clothes-handling period ranged from 0.014 f/cc to 0.097 f/cc for the five applicable handling and shake-out events (Fig. 3A). Arithmetic mean TEM concentrations for clothes-handling events corresponding to loading events Low #1 and #2 were 0.014 f/cc, for event Medium #1 was 0.068 f/cc, and for events High #1 and #2 were 0.097 f/cc and 0.085 f/cc. Correspondingly, the arithmetic mean TEM concentrations during the subsequent 15-minute period of inactivity immediately following ranged from 0.009 f/cc to 0.014 f/cc for the five applicable handling and shake-out events. During the 15-minute period of inactivity, the mean TEM concentrations decreased for the Medium #1, High #1, and High #2 events by 86–87% (0.068–0.097 f/cc TEM during the first 15 minutes vs. 0.009–0.014 f/cc TEM during the second 15 minutes; Fig. 3A). Across all five events (Low #1, Low #2, Medium #1, High #1, and High #2), only one chrysotile fiber was detected in all the samples collected during the second 15 minutes of inactivity, indicating that fiber concentrations decreased rapidly after active clothes handling and shake out ceased.

For the 30-minute clothes-handling samples, the arithmetic mean TEM concentrations ranged from 0.006 f/cc to 0.063 f/cc for the six handling and shake-out events (Fig. 4A). Arithmetic mean TEM concentrations for the 30-minute clothes-handling events Low #1 and #2 were 0.007 f/cc, for events Medium #1 and #2 were 0.021 f/cc and 0.006 f/cc, and for events High #1 and #2 were 0.050 f/cc and 0.063 f/cc. For events Medium #1, High #1, and High #2, the corresponding 30-minute area (bystander) TEM concentrations were 62–88% lower than the mean clothes.
Fig. 3. First 15-minute and second 15-minute personal airborne fiber concentrations for clothes handling and shake-out arithmetic means of the TEM values using NIOSH 7402 (A) and PCM values using NIOSH 7400 (B). Airborne fiber concentrations measured during active simulation of personal clothes-handling activities including shake out of clothing (gray) and during 15 minutes of inactivity immediately following (black). Groups for which there were no detectable fibers on any of the sample filters are indicated (ND). Error bars indicate SE.

handler TEM concentrations (0.006–0.011 f/cc TEM for bystander locations vs. 0.021–0.063 f/cc TEM for personal samples; Fig. 4A). For the Low #1, Low #2, and Medium #2 events, there were too few detects to establish a meaningful comparison between personal and area (bystander) TEM measurements.

3.2.2. **PCM Airborne Fiber Concentrations During Clothes Handling and Shake Out**

Arithmetic mean PCM concentrations for the clothes handler during the 15-minute active clothes-handling period ranged from 0.312 f/cc to 0.687 f/cc (Fig. 3B). Mean PCM concentrations for events Low #1 and #2 were 0.687 and 0.312 f/cc, for event Medium #1 was 0.617 f/cc, and for events High #1 and #2 were 0.407 and 0.341 f/cc. Unlike the TEM data, there were no trends in the PCM data by event. For example, the arithmetic mean PCM air concentration for the Low #1 event was higher than the mean PCM air concentration for the High events. Notably, during the 15-minute active clothes-handling and shake-out period, the PCM concentrations were 4- to 50-fold higher than the corresponding TEM concentrations, indicating that the majority of fibers measured by PCM were not chrysotile. For the second 15-minute period of inactivity, arithmetic mean PCM concentrations for events Low #1 and #2 were 0.068 f/cc and 0.064 f/cc, for event Medium #1 was 0.045 f/cc, and for events High #1 and #2 were 0.085 f/cc and 0.100 f/cc. Overall, the average personal breathing zone concentrations for the clothes handler as measured by PCM during the 15 minutes of active clothes handling and shake out were approximately
Fig. 4. Thirty-minute airborne fiber concentrations for clothes-handling and shake-out arithmetic means of the TEM values using NIOSH 7402 (A) and PCM values using NIOSH 7400 (B) for the airborne fiber concentrations from a 30-minute sampling period composed of 15 minutes of active clothes handling followed by 15 minutes of inactivity. Samples were taken in the breathing zone of the clothes handler (gray) and at locations 6-12 ft away from the clothes handler (representing bystander exposures [black]). Groups for which there were no detectable fibers on any of the sample filters are indicated (ND). The error bars indicate SE.

3- to 14-fold higher than those measured during the 15 minutes of inactivity immediately following.

For the 30-minute samples, the PCM values were 2- to 50-fold higher than the TEM values, and overall did not trend by concentration of asbestos used in the loading event, which was consistent with what was seen for the first 15-minute (active clothes handling) samples (Figs. 4A and B). For all six clothes-handling and shake-out events, the mean of the 30-minute personal PCM concentrations for the clothes handlers was two- to five-fold higher than the corresponding 30-minute area (bystander) PCM measurements (6-12 ft from the clothes handler), indicating that fiber concentrations overall decreased with distance from the clothes handler (Fig. 4B).

3.3. Comparison Between Loading Events and Clothes-Handling and Shake-Out Events

For the six loading versus clothes-handling and shake-out event pairs, a trend of increasing clothes handler airborne TEM chrysotile concentrations was observed as the corresponding loading TEM concentrations increased. The mean TEM concentrations during loading events Low #1 and Low #2 were found to be significantly lower than for the other
loading events (Gehan test, Bonferroni-adjusted \( \alpha = 0.05 \)). Similarly, the mean TEM concentrations for the medium and high clothes-handling and shakeout events (0.068–0.097 f/cc) were three- to nine-fold greater than for the low events (0.014 f/cc; Fig. 3A). In contrast to the TEM results, the clothes-handling PCM results for events Low #1 and Low #2 did not tend to be lower than for the medium and high events (Figs. 3B and 4B) indicating no trend by loading concentration.

For the medium and high loading concentration levels, 30-minute personal clothes handler TEM concentrations ranged from 0.3% to 2.4% of the corresponding average loading TEM concentrations. For the calculated PCME 30-minute personal clothes handler concentrations, relative to the PCME loading concentrations, the ratios were in a very similar range of 0–2.1%. For the Low #1 and Low #2 events, a quantitative comparison between clothes-loading/shake-out event pairs was not conducted since all of the clothes handler personal breathing zone samples were nondetects, and a large fraction (42% for Low #1 and 33% for Low #2) of the loading samples were also ND for chrysotile. This ratio was not estimated for the PCM results because of the lack of a pattern between loading levels.

To account for differences in the ED between the loading and clothes-handling and shake-out events, TWA TEM chrysotile concentrations for each loading event were calculated and were then compared to the calculated TWA TEM chrysotile concentrations for the corresponding 30-minute clothes-handling and shake-out event. These conversions allowed for a direct ratio analysis of the loading and clothes-handling airborne concentrations for each event pair. The calculations were conducted using both eight-hour TWAs (for comparison to daily clothes-handling and shake-out activities) and 40-hour TWAs (for comparison to once-per-week clothes-handling and shake-out activities). The TWA concentrations were calculated assuming that, aside from the loading or clothes-handling time (approximately 30–45 minutes each), asbestos concentrations for the remainder of the day or week were ND (i.e., a value of zero was used). The eight-hour TWA was calculated for each loading and clothes-handling event using the approach described by OSHA in 1910.1000(d)(1)(i).\(^6\)\(^6\) The 40-hour TWAs were calculated in an analogous manner. Once again, a comparison of the TWAs for the Low #1 and Low #2 events was not performed because of the large number of nondetects among both the loading and clothes-handling and shake-out samples.

Overall, the eight-hour TWA airborne chrysotile concentrations for the clothes-handling and shake-out events were between 0.2% and 1.4% (0.0004–0.0040 f/cc TEM vs. 0.0976–0.5491 f/cc TEM) of the corresponding eight-hour TWA loading airborne chrysotile concentrations (Table 1). When considered on a 40-hour TWA work week basis, the relative differences in concentrations (TEM) corresponded to clothes-handling and shake-out TWA concentrations that were between 0.03% and 0.27% of the corresponding 40-hour TWAs (Table II). For the calculated PCME values, when comparing the eight-hour TWA loading and shake-out concentrations, the ratios were similar to TEM (despite a number of ND concentration values that were counted as zeros) and ranged from 0% to 0.8%. Regarding the bystander exposure concentrations, the TEM eight-hour TWA chrysotile concentrations for bystanders to clothes handling were between 0.1% and 0.5% (0.0002–0.0007 f/cc TEM vs. 0.0976–0.5491 f/cc TEM) of the corresponding eight-hour TWA loading concentrations; these same ratios were between 0% and 0.2% by PCME. The 40-hour TWA concentrations for the bystanders to clothes handing and shake out were 0.01–0.1% of the corresponding 40-hour work week TWAs.

3.4. Results of Lifetime Cumulative Dose Calculations

Estimates of the nonoccupational cumulative chrysotile doses associated with the handling and shaking out of clothing contaminated with chrysotile at each of the measured clothes-loading levels studied, along with estimates of the comparative lifetime doses associated with chrysotile exposure in ambient air, are shown in Table III. These estimates indicate that the cumulative chrysotile doses for the clothes-handling events conducted in this study are either below or consistent with lifetime cumulative doses for ambient or background chrysotile over a 70-year lifetime. The estimated range of cumulative doses associated with the clothes-handling events was 0.00044–0.0047 f/cc year for the personal clothes handler and 0.00011–0.00059 f/cc year for bystanders to clothes-handling activity. For comparison, the estimated lifetime ambient cumulative chrysotile dose range was 0.0035–0.105 f/cc year.\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\)
4. DISCUSSION

This study quantitatively compared the measured airborne chrysotile concentrations in a simulated work environment with the corresponding concentrations generated during the handling of clothing (over a range of contamination concentrations). The study also evaluated the nonoccupational risks associated with cumulative chrysotile doses from handling clothing contaminated at the levels evaluated in the study.

The study results allowed for the development of a series of ratios comparing the simulated work environment (i.e., the loading event TEM air concentrations) to the simulated home environment (i.e., clothes-handling and shake-out event TEM air concentrations). These ratios are likely to be useful when evaluating the risk to a family member or household contact of an individual in a specific occupation that had known chrysotile exposure. The ratios were calculated using both eight-hour TWAs and 40-hour TWAs (TEM). The eight-hour TWA ratios and percentages are comparable to daily handling and shake out of contaminated clothing, while the 40-hour TWA ratios and percentages are comparable to weekly clothes handling. The eight-hour TWA airborne chrysotile concentrations during clothes-handling and shake-out events were consistently between 0.2% and 1.4% of the corresponding eight-hour TWA airborne chrysotile concentrations during clothes-loading events (0.1–0.5 f/cc TEM as an eight-hour TWA for loading compared with 0.0004–0.004 f/cc TEM as an eight-hour TWA for the clothes handler). Correspondingly, the eight-hour TWA airborne chrysotile bystander concentrations at 6–12 ft away from the clothes handler were measured between 0.1% and 0.5% of the eight-hour TWA simulated workplace concentrations (TEM). For the 40-hour TWA work week ratios, personal clothes-handling and shake out 40-hour TWA concentrations were between 0.03% and 0.27% of the 40-hour simulated work week TWAs (TEM). For the bystanders to clothes handling and shake out, 40-hour TWAs were 0.01–0.1% of the corresponding 40-hour work week TWAs (TEM).

In order to evaluate the nonoccupational risks for asbestos-related disease associated with the clothes-handling activities in the study, chrysotile doses based on cumulative exposures were calculated for each clothes-handling event, assuming 25 years of chrysotile-contaminated clothes handling for 30 minutes once a week (assumptions discussed in Section 2). These cumulative doses were then compared with a range of estimates for lifetime cumulative doses associated with exposure to chrysotile in the ambient air. The cumulative
Table II. Comparison of 40-Hour TWA Airborne Chrysotile Concentrations (TEM) for Loading and 30-Minute Shakeout Shake-Out and Bystander Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Event</th>
<th>Calculated 40-Hour TWA (f/cc)</th>
<th>Personal Breathing Zone (TEM)</th>
<th>Bystander (TEM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calculated 40-Hour TWA (f/cc)</td>
<td>Ratio (%)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Calculated 40-Hour TWA (f/cc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium #1</td>
<td>0.0976</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium #2</td>
<td>0.2520</td>
<td>0.00008&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.03&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High #1</td>
<td>0.2869</td>
<td>0.00065</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High #2</td>
<td>0.5491</td>
<td>0.00081</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Calculated 40-hour TWA concentrations (f/cc, TEM) for the medium and high loading events were compared to the calculated 40-hour TWA exposure of the household member who handled chrysotile-contaminated clothing. The bystander TWAs were also compared to the TWAs of the loading events. When the analytical result for an individual sample was below the sensitivity limit according to the method (NIOSH 7402), a value of one-half the sensitivity limit was used for the purposes of calculating the 40-hour TWA. These percentages can be considered as a typical case, comparable to laundry activities conducted once weekly.<br><br>30-Minute Clothes-Handling Event Sampling<sup>a</sup>

Table III. Example Estimates for Lifetime Personal and Bystander Cumulative Dose Associated with Clothes Handling and Shake Out Compared to Lifetime Cumulative Dose Associated with Ambient Outdoor Exposure to Chrysotile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Chrysotile Exposure Concentration (f/cc, TEM NIOSH 7402)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Exposure Time (ET) (Hours/Day)</th>
<th>Exposure Frequency (EF) (Days/Year)</th>
<th>Exposure Duration (ED) (Years)</th>
<th>Lifetime Cumulative Dose (f/cc year)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambient airborne asbestos</td>
<td>0.00003&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient airborne chrysotile</td>
<td>0.00005&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambience airborne chrysotile</td>
<td>0.0015&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes handling—Low #1</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes handling—Low #2</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes handling—Medium #1</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes handling—Medium #2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes handling—High #1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes handling—High #2</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bystander—Low #1</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bystander—Low #2</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bystander—Medium #1</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bystander—Medium #2</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bystander—High #1</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bystander—High #2</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Estimates of example cumulative lifetime chrysotile doses for both clothes handlers and bystanders associated with the handling and shaking out of clothing contaminated with chrysotile, according to the assumptions provided. Also provided for comparison are estimates of the lifetime cumulative dose associated with exposure to chrysotile in ambient air.<br><br>3 Except for USEPA<sup>3</sup> which counted chrysotile fibers using ISO 10312, all fibers >0.5 μm in length.<br><br>6.1 = T × E × E × E × D<br><br>7 Lee and Van Orden<sup>79</sup> (f/cc, all asbestos fibers >5 μm in length).<br><br>8 USEPA<sup>83</sup> (f/cc, chrysotile fibers >0.5 μm in length).<br><br>9 Nolan and Langer<sup>71</sup> (f/cc, chrysotile fibers >5 μm in length).
doses for clothes handling for this study were either below or consistent with lifetime background (e.g., ambient air) chrysotile doses (0.00044–0.0047 f/cc year for clothes handling vs. 0.0035–0.105 f/cc year for ambient chrysotile exposures). A number of published epidemiological studies have indicated that exposures to ambient asbestos concentrations (of any fiber type) are not associated with a significantly increased incidence of asbestos-related disease. Similarly, numerous epidemiological studies have demonstrated no significantly increased incidence of mesothelioma or lung cancer in vehicle mechanics who have worked with chrysotile-containing vehicle parts such as brakes. It has been estimated that upper-bound cumulative lifetime doses of chrysotile for vehicle mechanics, up through the 1970s, were in the range of 1.96–2.79 f/cc year.

These comparative dose estimates and the corresponding epidemiological literature indicate that chrysotile workplace exposures at the airborne concentrations tested in this study (up to 0.55 f/cc as an eight-hour TWA) would not measurably increase the nonoccupational risk of asbestos-related disease above background rates for those in the home handling chrysotile-contaminated clothing under conditions similar to this study. For some historical occupational scenarios with airborne asbestos concentrations above those studied here, or for scenarios with substantial disparities in fiber potency to this study, these differences could very well be sufficient to explain the asbestos-related diseases reported in studies of persons with take-home exposure. The analyses of Bourdes et al., Donovan et al., and Goswami et al. all point to an increased risk of disease associated with take-home exposures to amosite or mixed fibers above certain cumulative lifetime doses from the clothing of certain workers such as asbestos product manufacturers, insulators, or shipyard personnel.

This study also had several other interesting findings. It was observed that airborne chrysotile concentrations declined dramatically after the cessation of clothes handling, and resulted in a nondetectable concentration for the second 15-minute period of inactivity following clothes handling for all but one of the handling and shake-out events. The results of the study also demonstrated an important finding that PCM concentrations were 2–50-fold higher than TEM concentrations for all handling and shakeout events. This result clearly showed that many, or most, of the fibers detected by PCM were clothing fibers rather than chrysotile fibers.

Although this study systematically and carefully attempted to quantitatively address take-home exposure potential for the conditions tested, there are aspects of the study design that should be considered in future studies. First, the ventilation rate used in the chamber during the study might be higher in some cases than what could be seen in a home environment. This difference was unlikely to have influenced the measured personal breathing zone concentrations during clothes handling (e.g., in the near field within arm's length of the clothes handler), but may have influenced the results obtained for the area (bystander) sample locations and the concentrations during the 15-minute period of no activity. For the bystander locations, the level of dilution ventilation would have affected the airborne chrysotile concentrations over time. Second, the mannequins did not move during clothes-loading events, whereas a worker moves around all day long, likely causing some fibers to be released from the clothing back into the work area. The mannequin scenario may have increased the number of fibers remaining on the clothing at the end of the loading event periods and prior to clothes handling. Third, the study did not directly consider other mechanisms of fiber removal, such as contact with surfaces or vehicle transport during commuting between the workplace and home environment, which likely historically influenced the number of chrysotile fibers that would remain on a worker's clothing. And fourth, the effect of the duration of clothes-handling and shake-out activities (e.g., one to five minutes vs. 15 minutes of clothes handling) or the influence of conducting an initial clothing shake out or brush off of the clothing outside the home before taking it to the laundry area was not directly addressed. The way clothes are treated prior to handling and shake out could potentially substantially influence exposures to a clothes handler in an enclosed, indoor environment, such as was evaluated in this study.

It should be noted that, similarly, some of the variations in the magnitude of handling and shake-out air concentrations in our study could have been caused by differences in how the clothes were treated between the loading and shake-out events. For example, the clothing from the Medium #2 and High #2 loading events was carefully removed from the mannequins and placed in a nonconductive box prior to handling and shake out, whereas the clothing from the Medium #1 and High #1 loading events was left on the mannequins until handling and shake out began. The difference in average air concentrations between the Medium #1 and Medium #2 30-minute
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Handling and shake-out events was notable (0.021 f/cc TEM for Medium #1 vs. 0.006 f/cc TEM or ND for Medium #2) and might have been affected by the removal of some of the residual fibers on the clothing when the clothes were taken off the mannequins. However, such a difference was not seen for average concentrations measured during 30-minute handling and shake-out events for High #1 and High #2 (0.05 f/cc TEM for High #1 and 0.063 f/cc TEM for High #2). Additional studies would be desirable for quantifying the effects of the degree of contamination of the clothing due to factors such as transfer to auto seats, whether the clothes were blown off at work, whether the clothing was shaken out in the outdoors prior to bringing it in the home for washing, etc. It is expected that these activities would likely decrease the extent of asbestos contamination on the clothing that would eventually be brought into the home.

There are a few other important considerations to keep in mind regarding use of the results of this study for evaluating the potential risk for take-home exposure in specific scenarios. First, fiber release from the clothing may not always be proportional to the loading time (i.e., if the loading time were eight times longer, the corresponding airborne concentrations generated during clothes handling and shake out should not be assumed to be eight times the reported clothes-handling concentrations). There may be a limit at which no additional loading of fibers on the clothing is likely to occur. Therefore, although this limit did not appear to be reached in this study, it would not be appropriate to assume that there would be no upper limit to the amount of fibers that could be loaded onto the clothing, or at what concentration this upper limit might occur. In addition, known contamination of clothing with chrysotile may not always result in measurable chrysotile exposure potential to the clothes handler during shake out for all scenarios and concentrations. Although this study used a value of one-half of the LOD or sensitivity limit to estimate PCM and TEM exposures below the sample detection limit, so as not to underestimate the airborne concentrations, take-home exposures to chrysotile were not measurable for some of the occupational loading concentrations tested in the study. And finally, the relevance of the study data to amosite asbestos is unclear. Key differences in particle characteristics such as electrical charge, physical variations in the fibers, or surface area of fiber contact with clothing surfaces could affect the direct relationship between amosite and chrysotile workplace and take-home exposures. It would be helpful to conduct a similar study with amosite to remove this uncertainty.

This study provides quantitative information about how airborne chrysotile concentrations in a work environment may translate to exposures and corresponding nonoccupational risks in the home through clothes-handling and shake-out activities prior to laundering. An important observation from this study was the extent to which clothing fibers released during the handling and shake-out events contributed to the total PCM measurements. PCM measurements were up to 50-fold greater than those observed with asbestos-specific analytical techniques (e.g., TEM/PCME). In addition, there were clear trends observed for the TEM and PCME measurements (i.e., in general, as occupational loading concentrations increased, so too did the concentrations during clothes handling and shake out). This trend was not apparent with the PCM data, underscoring the contribution of clothing fibers to the PCM results, and the value of asbestos-specific analytical methods, particularly when there is a need to characterize asbestos exposures in the context of health risk. No previous historical study from the 1970s and 1980s used TEM, and therefore their results most likely overestimated exposure. In summary, the quantitative airborne chrysotile concentration measurements for the simulated occupational settings evaluated in this study and the corresponding take-home airborne concentrations associated with the handling and shake out of the clothing contaminated with chrysotile give some quantitative insight into both exposure potential and risk to household members who historically conducted such activities.
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